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Module overview 



Module Aim

 An introduction to procedural

programming, emphasising scientific

applications where appropriate.

 “Procedural” means that there are various 

types of programming languages.

 “Scientific” means that there are various 

types of application areas.

 Practical/subject specific skills: 
 develop and successfully run well-structured 

and easily maintained programs of moderate 

size 

 write simple programs for analysing and 

presenting experimental data. 

 “Simple” means that programs could do 

the simple or complicated tasks  and you 

will learn the basic part of the 

programming language.

 “Data” means that the module focuses on 

the math related areas. But Simple one 



Basic Topics

 The module uses “Python” programming 

language (uses version 2.7, current version 

3.6)   

 Simple input and output statements, 

 Constants 

 Variables

 Standard functions

 Data types 

 Conditional statements 

 Statements allowing repetition 

 Lists, arrays and dictionaries, 

 Good program design 

 Graph plotting 

 Text file operations, 

 structuring code with functions and modules. 



Expectations

 No previous knowledge of computer 

programming is assumed.

 If you know any programming language then 

 help your friends or/and 

 show off your programming skills 

 Come to the lectures and lab sessions

 Do practical exercises  



Expectations

 You will need to put in some hours outside 

of the lectures and labs

 Find web sites explaining Python and other 

languages

 Look for example code on the internet

 Look for online communities

 Feel free to ask them questions

 Try to focus on concepts rather than 

“syntax”

 The ‘how’, not the ‘what’

 Don’t copy ;-)

 Ok to work with colleagues to find solutions

 If you have any problem with the module, 

find us on telegram group.



Critical 
information

Don’t forget that this is a practical module.

Don’t be afraid 
to have a go!

“If you're not failing every now and again, 
it's a sign you're not doing anything”

Woody Allen



Useful resources

 https://hkn.eecs.berkeley.edu/~dyoo/p

ython/idle_intro/index.html

 …just Google Python



Programming Concept
And Python



Programming Concept



Programs

 A sequence of instructions, 

written to perform a specified 

task with a computer or an 

electronic device.



Programming 
 What is programming?

 Problem solving

 Wiki: 

 The comprehensive process that leads from an 

original formulation of a computing problem to 

computer programs.

computing problem Design Implementation 

Programming
/Coding 

Testing

Debug 

......



Programming 
Languages

 Procedural languages
 specifying the steps the program must take 

to reach the desired state

 C, Fortran,Pascal, Basic,..., Python

 Declarative languages

 SQL, Prolog, HTML, ..., Python

 Object oriented languages

 C++, C#,..., Python



Why Python?

 Powerful

 Easy to learn – not trying to be clever

 Relatively modern 

 Python 1.0 - January 1994

 Python 2.0 - October 16, 2000

 Python 2.7 - July 3, 2010

 Python 3.0 - December 3, 2008

 Python 3.6 - December 23, 2016

 Used by scientists and application 
developers

 Multi-style

 Highly Extensible

 Free! 

 watch for different versions 

 This module and most people use 2.7 
(Why ?)



Who uses 
Python?



Games



Python Code

 The syntax of the Python 
programming language is the set of 

rules that defines how a Python 

program will be written and 

interpreted.

 Debugging is a methodical process of 

finding and reducing the number of 

bugs, or defects, in a computer 

program.

Statements and Sequencing
Two statements

One thing at a time
One thing after another

One statement at a time
One statement after another



Integrated 
Development 
Environment

 Integrated development environment, 

IDE :is a software application that 

provides comprehensive facilities to 

computer programmers for software 

development. 

 An IDE normally consists of 

 a source code editor, 

 build automation tools 

 and a debugger.

 IDLE is an IDE for Python.

 Multi-window text editor with syntax 

highlighting, autocompletion, smart 

indent and other.

 Python shell with syntax highlighting.

 Integrated debugger with stepping, 

persistent breakpoints, and call stack 

visibility.



2 Ways to run 
Python

*Occasionally the GUI fails to run 

perfectly good Python good.  

IDLE GUI* Through the command prompt



Programming 
Basics with Python 



Variable
• A storage that contains data

• With a name – identifier



Assignment
Age=   20 

The computer 
takes whatever is 
on this side...



Assignment
Age=   20

age is assigned to 20

The computer 
takes whatever is 
on this side...

...and puts it in a 
box labelled 
‘age' in this case.



Assignment
Age Age

imagine 



Variable Name

• The name in Python has to be an 

alphanumeric name beginning in a 

letter or underscore. 

• Variable names are case sensitive.

• Variables do not need to be 

declared.

20

Age

50

age



Assignment
Age Age

Line 1: Age=20

Age Age

Line 2: Age=35

age is assigned to 20

age is assigned to 35



The Basics

 Assign a value to a variable

>>> pi = 3.14

>>> r = 2

 Perform a calculation

>>> c = pi * r * 2

 Print to display

>>> print c

3.14

pi

2

r

12.56

c



The Basics

 Assign a value to a variable

>>> pi = 3.14

>>> r = 2

 Perform a calculation

>>> c = pi * r * 2

 Print to display

>>> print c

12.56

c



Loops

 Get the computer to do the work for us!

Don’t panic 

This will be 
covered  later in 
the module.

The output



Fibonacci Series
Don’t panic 

This will be 
covered  later in 
the module.

The output



# Fibonacci series: 

# the sum of two elements defines the next 

a=0

b=1 

while b < 10: 

print b 

temp=b

b = a+b

a=temp

1 

1

2 

3 

5 

8 

Fibonacci Series

Don’t panic 

This will be 
covered  later in 
the module.

The output



Saving and 
Running

 Always save your program

 Use IDLE 

 For a new program

 Run Module (F5)

 File->Save

 Filenames must end .py



Quick Reference

To Do This… Use this menu 
command

Edit a New Python File “File/New Window"

Save a New Python File "File/Save As..."

Open a Python File "File/Open"

Save a Python File “File/Save"

Run your script in IDLE "Run/Run Module"

Run your script in a 
Terminal or DOS Box

"python my_script.py"





Writing good code

 Never include redundant statements

 Store constants in a constant

 Use descriptive variable names

 Comment your code appropriately

 Max line length = 80 characters

 Be as efficient with you code as 

possible



Summary 

 Module Overview

 Programming

 Python

 Variable 

 IDE

 Debugging

 Syntax 



Example (Simple) 
Application

http://youtu.be/_QNdN7CP7hY?t=1m56s


